
1 Ancient Egyptian

Ancient Egyptian is the oldest and longest continually attested of the world’s
languages. Recent discoveries have demonstrated the existence of Egyptian
hieroglyphic writing with phonograms as well as ideograms around 3250 bc,
roughly contemporary with the comparable development in Mesopotamian
cuneiform, and the last documents composed in Coptic, the final stage of the
language, date to the eighteenth century ad.1 This extraordinary lifespan of five
thousand years is preserved in a wealth of written material, making it possible
to trace the development of the language through at least three millennia of its
history.2

1.1 Affinities

Egyptian belongs to the Hamito-Semitic family of languages.3 It has affini-
ties with Hamitic languages such as Beja, Berber, and Oromo, and with all
the Semitic languages, including Akkadian, Arabic, and Hebrew. Common
Hamito-Semitic features include consonantal root structures; lexical morphol-
ogy (e.g., nouns of instrumentality with initial m–, verbal causatives with initial
s–); two genders, masculine and feminine, the latter marked by a final –t; plural
marked by final –w/–wt; independent and suffix forms of the personal pro-
nouns; the stative verb form; and non-verbal sentences.4 Non-Hamitic features
of Egyptian include a preponderance of triconsonantal roots (almost two-thirds
of all verb roots in the early text corpus known as the Pyramid Texts), a dual
marked by final –wj/–tj, some lexical cognates (e.g. spt “lip” ≈ Akkadian
šaptum, Arabic šafatun, Hebrew śāpā), and the vocalization pattern of some
verbal derivatives.5 Non-Semitic features include other lexical cognates (e.g.
jrt “eye” ≈ Oromo ila versus Semitic ˁyn, fdw “four” ≈ Beja fadhig versus
Semitic rbˁ), roots of two and four to six radicals, a number formed by redupli-
cation (e.g. sn “kiss” ≈ snsn “fraternize”), a dearth of lexical verb stems other
than the root and causative,6 and passive verb forms marked by gemination of
the final radical (e.g. nh. mm “be taken” from nh. m “take,” rh

˘
h
˘

j “known” from
rh
˘

“learn”).
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2 The Ancient Egyptian Language

These peculiarities identify Egyptian as a distinct branch within the Hamito-
Semitic language family, with no close relatives of its own – perhaps, therefore,
closer to the common ancestor of Hamito-Semitic than to either of the other
two branches. The value of some hieroglyphs, however, reflects an original
relationship to Semitic lost in historical times:
� the Egyptian word for “hand” is d

¯
rt (related to nd

¯
rj “grasp”), but the

hieroglyph (a human hand) itself has the phonemic value d,7 as in
Semitic yd “hand” (also reflected in Egyptian djw “five”);

� the word for “eye” in Egyptian is jrt (≈ Oromo ila), but the hieroglyph
, variant (a human eye, Semitic yn “eye”) is also used in writing

the word n “beautiful”;
� the word for “ear” in Egyptian is msd

¯
r (an instrumental from sd

¯
r “lie

down”), but the hieroglyph (a cow’s ear, Semitic ˀðn “ear”) is also used
to write the words jdn “substitute” and jdnw “deputy.”8

These suggest that Egyptian may be closer in origin to Proto-Semitic than to
the Hamitic branch of Hamito-Semitic.

1.2 Historical overview

Ancient Egyptian is commonly divided into five historical stages, known as
Old, Middle, and Late Egyptian, Demotic, and Coptic. Significant differences
in grammar separate the first two of these from the last three, so that the stages
can be grouped into two major historical phases, here designated as Egyptian I
and Egyptian II. The relationship between these two phases has been a major
quandary in the history of the language.

Old Egyptian can be said to begin with the first known instance of a complete
sentence, from a cylinder seal of the pharaoh Peribsen, near the end of Dynasty
II (c. 2690 bc):

[1.1] d(m)d
¯

.n.f t wj n z .f nswt-bjt pr-jb.snj (Kahl 2002–2004, 229)
He has united the Two Lands for his son, Dual King Peribsen.

Prior to this, the language is represented solely by proper names, titles, and
labels. Some of the latter, however, contain phrases such as zp dpj ph. rr h. jpw
“first occasion of the Apis running,”9 demonstrating the existence of several
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Ancient Egyptian 3

grammatical features that characterize the later language: in this case, nisbe
formation (dpj “first” from the preposition dp “atop” see Chapter 6), adjectival
modification (zp dpj “first occasion”), nominal verb forms (ph. rr “running”),
and genitival relationships expressed by direct juxtaposition, including that
between a verb and its subject and consequent vs word order (ph. rr h. jpw “the
running of the Apis”).

The first extensive Egyptian texts are inscriptions in the tomb of Metjen,
whose career spanned the end of Dynasty III and the beginning of Dynasty
IV (c. 2600 bc). These belong to the first of two sub-stages of Old Egyptian,
early and late. Early Old Egyptian is represented by secular texts of Dynasty IV
and early Dynasty V (c. 2600–2450 bc) and the Pyramid Texts of late Dynasty
V to Dynasty VI (c. 2325–2150 bc); late Old Egyptian (c. 2450–2100 bc) is
distinguished from its predecessor mostly by the appearance of the “pseudo-
verbal” constructions subject–h. r-stp and subject–r-stp.10

The transition between Old and Middle Egyptian is gradual rather than
sharp. Some late Old Egyptian texts contain Middle Egyptian features; con-
versely, some of the Coffin Texts and other early Middle Egyptian documents
are marked by the retention of Old Egyptian morphological and grammati-
cal features largely absent from later texts.11 Middle Egyptian proper exhibits
three major sub-stages: classical, late, and traditional. Classical Middle Egyp-
tian is the language of most texts of the Middle Kingdom (Dynasties XI–XIII,
c. 2000–1650 bc), including the classical literature of ancient Egypt. Late Mid-
dle Egyptian, in use from the Second Intermediate Period through the New
Kingdom (Dynasties XIV–XVIII, c. 1650–1350 bc), exhibits some features of
its successor, Late Egyptian. By the time the latter appeared in writing, Middle
Egyptian had ceased to be a living language. Middle Egyptian was retained
for monumental inscriptions and some religious texts until the end of hiero-
glyphic writing (in the fourth century ad), in the form known as traditional
Middle Egyptian, which is primarily an artificial construct whose grammar
was influenced by that of the contemporary language.

Late Egyptian began to appear in texts from the time of Akhenaten (Dynasty
XVIII, c. 1350 bc) and became the standard written language in the succeed-
ing dynasty. It is attested in two forms, literary (retaining some features of
Middle Egyptian) and colloquial. The latter exhibits some changes between its
earlier and later stages, essentially Dynasties XIX–XX (c. 1300–1100 bc) and
Dynasties XX–XXVI (c. 1100–650 bc), respectively.

Demotic, first attested in its distinctive written form about 650 bc, developed
directly out of Late Egyptian. It has three major sub-stages: early (Dynas-
ties XXVI–XXX), Ptolemaic, and Roman. For the last three centuries of its
existence, until the mid-fifth century ad, it existed alongside Coptic, essen-
tially two different written forms of the same language.
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4 The Ancient Egyptian Language

The relationship between these various stages of Egyptian is not strictly
diachronic in nature. Coptic shows evidence of six major dialects and numer-
ous sub-dialects (see Chapter 2), and these undoubtedly existed in some form
in earlier stages of the language as well: a Late Egyptian text likens the task of
deciphering a garbled composition to “the speech of a Delta man with a man
of Elephantine” (Anastasi I 40, 3–4). Dialectal distinctions are generally invis-
ible in pre-Coptic writing. Morphological and grammatical features, however,
indicate that Old and Late Egyptian are historical phases of a single dialect,
or closely related ones, probably from the north, while Middle Egyptian repre-
sents a separate dialect, most likely southern in origin.12 In the history of the
language, therefore, Middle Egyptian somewhat interrupts and obscures the
presumably direct evolution of Old Egyptian into Late Egyptian.

1.3 Writing

The original Egyptian writing system, hieroglyphic, is the basis of the scripts
used for all stages of the language except Coptic. Hieroglyphic proper, carved
or painted on stone or wood, was the script of monumental inscriptions in
Old and Middle Egyptian and some literary Late Egyptian texts. Hieroglyphic
texts were also written with ink on papyrus, usually with simplified forms of
the signs. For most handwritten texts, scribes used hieratic, a cursive form of
hieroglyphic with numerous ligatures.

Old Egyptian is attested in hieroglyphic inscriptions and a few letters and
accounts in hieratic. As the premier language of monumental inscriptions from
the Middle Kingdom onward, Middle Egyptian too is preserved largely in
hieroglyphic texts. Secular and literary texts, however, are mostly in hieratic on
papyrus. To judge from school exercises, this was the script in which scribes
were first instructed. Religious compositions were also written in hieratic
(also carved inside Middle Kingdom coffins), although some funerary texts –
notably, the “Book of the Dead” – were inscribed in simplified hieroglyphs on
papyrus. Literary Late Egyptian appears both in hieratic and in some hiero-
glyphic inscriptions, but the colloquial language is attested almost without
exception in hieratic. Demotic is written almost exclusively in the script of
the same name, developed from a form of hieratic with abbreviated and more
cursive signs.13

Coptic uses a script based on the Greek alphabet, with a few characters
derived from Demotic for sounds that existed in Egyptian but not in Greek
(see Chapter 2). Although the earliest Coptic texts proper date to the second
century ad, they are prefigured by a number of compositions of slightly earlier
origin, in a script known as Old Coptic, ancestral to that of Coptic. The alphabet
itself, however, reflects Greek and Egyptian phonology of the third century bc,
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Ancient Egyptian 5

indicating that scribes had developed this writing system some 300 years before
the first extant Old Coptic texts.14

Coptic is the only script that regularly shows vowels. The earlier writing
system is consonant-based, like Hebrew and Arabic: it occasionally indicates
the presence, but not necessarily the nature, of vowels by use of the graphemes
transcribed , j, and w;15 it can also be deficient in conveying information about
the consonants themselves. The resulting lack of morphological data makes it
difficult, and occasionally impossible, to discern formal differences in the four
stages preceding Coptic. The identification of individual grammatical forms
in these stages is therefore partly educated guesswork, particularly in Old and
Middle Egyptian, and the existence of some grammatical forms is a continuing
subject of discussion.

1.4 Diachronic analysis

In common with all languages, ancient Egyptian displays historical changes
in vocabulary, phonology, morphology, and syntax. The first of these includes
alterations in the semantic range or meaning of words and the replacement
of one word by another. An example of the former is OE–Dem. h

¯
t “belly,

body” > Dem. h
¯

t “manner” > Coptic xe “manner.”16 The latter involves
both substitutions from inside Egyptian and the adoption of words from other
languages, either as replacements for existing lexemes or as neologisms: e.g.
OE–Dem. m versus LE–Dem. nw > Coptic nau “see,” OE-LE rwtj and h

˘
ntw

versus LE-Dem. bl (Sem. barra) > Coptic bol “outside,” LE dph. w/d
¯

ph. t (Sem.
tappūh. a) > Dem. d

¯
ph. /d

¯
mph. > Coptic jmpex “apple.” This kind of change has

not been examined in detail for Egyptian and will be treated only cursorily in
the present study.

The first major studies of Egyptian phonology identified the distinct conso-
nantal phonemes of the language and, based on Coptic, reconstructed its vow-
els and syllable structure.17 Subsequent studies have concerned themselves
primarily with the phonological value of the consonants and their historical
development.18 The latter is relatively well understood, but the former is still
the subject of debate, centered largely on the values proposed for a number of
the consonants on the basis of Semitic cognates.19 The phonological history of
Egyptian is the subject of Chapters 2–5 in the present study.

With the exception of verb forms and the vocalization of nouns (see n. 5,
above), the historical morphology of ancient Egyptian has not received much
attention.20 For nouns and pronouns, this is discussed in Chapter 6, below.

Syntax and semantics, the subject of Chapters 7–12, has been the focus of the
greatest amount of study, but mostly in its synchronic dimension. Apart from
Coptic, which had been known before the decipherment of hieroglyphs, the first
stage of the language to be identified as a discrete entity was Demotic.21 Late
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6 The Ancient Egyptian Language

Egyptian was described as a stage distinct from Middle Egyptian a quarter-
century later, and Old Egyptian only in the middle of the last century.22

More recent studies have elucidated sub-stages of these, including early Old
Egyptian, colloquial Late Egyptian, and various genres of traditional Middle
Egyptian.23

For the language as a whole, the modern understanding of its verbal sys-
tem and grammar has undergone a historical evolution of its own, through
three major interpretive paradigms. Initially, the various forms of the Middle
Egyptian verb were interpreted largely on the analogy of Semitic grammar.24

The culmination of this approach was Alan H. Gardiner’s Egyptian Grammar,
first published in 1927. Gardiner’s system identified an aspectual distinction
between perfective and imperfective in the Old–Middle Egyptian form known
as the stp.f and its attributive counterparts:25 for example,

perfective imperfective
stp.f mr.s “she wants” mrr.s “she loves”
active participle mrt “who wants” mrrt “who loves”
passive participle mryt “who is wanted” mrrt “who is loved”
relative mryt.f “whom he wants” mrrt.f “whom he loves.”

A second analysis accepted the aspectual interpretation of the attributive
system but analyzed the stp.f on the basis of syntactic function. This approach
began with the identification of a distinct form of the stp.f serving as object
of the verb rd

¯
j, labeled “dependent” (Subjunktiv).26 The functional analysis

languished under the dominance of the aspectual model, until it was revived
and amplified by Hans J. Polotsky between 1944 and 1976.

Polotsky began with a ground-breaking study devoted to the problem of
the “second tenses” in Coptic.27 It had long been recognized that the Coptic
verbal system possessed two forms of its primary tenses, styled “first” and
“second”:28

first second
present fswtp efswtp

aorist safswtp esafswtp
perfect afswtp ntafswtp

future fnaswtp efnaswtp

The significance of the distinction had defied analysis, until Polotsky demon-
strated that the second tenses were used when the focus of interest was not on the
verb itself, but on another, usually adverbial, element of the clause or sentence.
For instance, in Ex. 1.2, both the First Perfect atetnaas and the Second
Perfect ntatetnaas mean “you did it,” but the latter is used because the
interest of its clause lies not in the verb, but in the prepositional phrase nai" “for
me”:
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Ancient Egyptian 7

[1.2] epxoson atetnaas noua nnei"snhu etsobk ntatenaas nai"

(Matt. 25:40)
As long as you did it for one of these little brothers, you did it for me.

Based on the kinds of sentences in which the Coptic second tenses appeared,
such as questions with an adverbial interrogative, Polotsky found antecedents
for the second tenses in earlier stages of Egyptian, including Gardiner’s imper-
fective stp.f: e.g.,

[1.3] mrr.k wš.t ryt.k h. r jh
˘

(Gardiner and Sethe 1928, pl. 6, 4–5)
wantg.2ms strip.pass portal.2msg on what
Why do you want your portal to be stripped?

where the focus of interest is on the interrogative phrase h. r jh
˘

.29

Such sentences are commonly called “emphatic.” Polotsky analyzed the
second tenses as nominal subjects of an adverbial predicate, on the analogy of
the non-verbal sentence in which a nominal subject is followed by an adverbial
predicate:

subject predicate
r sun jm there “The sun is there.”
prr r emerge sun jm there “The sun emerges there.”30

He later identified an adverbial (“circumstantial”) form of the stp.f based on
similar criteria:

subject predicate
r sun pr.f emerge.3msg “The sun emerges.”31

Eventually, five forms of the active stp.f of Old and Middle Egyptian were iden-
tified: dependent (renamed “prospective”), Polotsky’s nominal and adverbial,
an “indicative” form used primarily in the past/perfect negation nj stp.f, and a
form marked by final –w in some verb classes.32

In the 1970s, the understanding of these forms as primarily syntactic alter-
nants replaced Gardiner’s system as the “standard theory” of Egyptian gram-
mar, and is still widely regarded as normative.33 Already at the end of that
decade, however, some scholars had begun to question the notion of paradig-
matic substitution inherent in Polotsky’s system: e.g. that the “circumstantial”
stp.f is a verb form marked for adverbial function rather than one used adver-
bially. This has now produced a third analytical approach, usually described
as “post-Polotskyan.” It has recognized the existence of the second tenses,
along with the other four forms of the active stp.f, but argues that their use
is governed by semantic and pragmatic criteria as well as syntactic ones.
In a construction such as prr r jm “The sun emerges there,” for exam-
ple, the use of the verb form prr is understood as motivated by all three
criteria:
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8 The Ancient Egyptian Language

� syntactic – serving as the predicate
� semantic – expressing a particular aspect
� pragmatic – indicating that the primary interest is not in the verb itself.

Similarly, in the Coptic clause ntatetnaas nai" “you did it for me,” the
second tense is analyzed not as a verb phrase serving as the nominal subject of
an adverbial predicate nai" but as the clausal predicate (syntactic), expressing
past tense (semantic), and focusing attention on the prepositional phrase rather
than on the verb itself (pragmatic).

The discussions in Chapters 9–12 follow a more recent model based in part
on this last analytical approach, with equal weight given to morphology as well
as syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic criteria.
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Phonology
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